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Social media
and academic life
credits: Krissa Corbett Cavouras/Flickr
  
The nature of Nature
  
Informal peer review in the 1950s 
credits: The Athenaeum Club
Joint Editor 'Jack' Brimble would stuff his 
pockets with papers submitted to Nature and 
take them with him to the exclusive Athenæum 
Club. Brimble would then quiz other scientific 
members of the club over luncheon or coffee 
on the merits of particular manuscripts. It was 
an imperfect system with many flaws, but the 
beginning of a review system nonetheless.
Source: Nature
  
The map of knowledge, today
credits: David Parkins/The Economist
  
Numbers you should care of
  
What does 'online attention' mean?
  
Social tools for science
credits: 10ch/Flickr
  
Your social toolbox at a glance
source: PLoS Biology
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Your social toolbox at a glance
source: Nature News
In Nature's survey, a subset of scholars who 
said they 'regularly visited' social media sites 
were quizzed in detail about their activities.
  
Your social toolbox at a glance
source: Nature News
  
Your social toolbox at a glance
source: Nature News
  
Trustworthy networks
  
Trustworthy networks
  
Trustworthy networks
  
Ichthyologists hooked on Facebook
credits: Donnie Nunley/Flickr
The problem:
- Cuyuni River of Guyana
- identify 5000 specimens
- less than a week’s time
- they turned to Facebook
- 90% of fishes identified
- less than 24h
The solution:
  
The (almost) impossible quest
  
Mapping swarmageddon
  
Social media in the lab
credits: Dennis Wilkinson/Flickr
  
The virtual particles smasher
credits: Quartzy
  
A puzzle for science
  
It is definitely a game
  
Sharing resources
  
Science's out there, too
  
Science is out there, too
“By providing outreach in 
the form of courses and 
workshops for 
nonscientists in subjects 
such as biotechnology, we 
make the latest medical 
advances more accessible, 
understandable and less 
threatening. It’s harder to 
fear something one has 
actually done side by side 
with one’s high-school-age 
son or daughter.”
- Ellen Jorgensen
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  Social experiments
credits: Nick Gatens/Flickr
  
credits:PNAS
Around 700k users
1 week of testing on
3 million posts with
122 million words:
    4 million positive
 1.8 million negative
Facebook's experiment - PNAS
Experimental 
evidence of 
massive-scale 
emotional 
contagion 
through social 
networks
  
Was Facebook unethical?
“Although approval by an institutional 
review board was not legally required for 
this study, it would have been better for 
everyone involved had the researchers 
sought ethics review and debriefed 
participants afterwards.” 
- Michelle Meyer
credits: Dan Mason/Flickr
  
What do you mean with 'ethical'?
credits: Nic McPhee/Flickr
“Ethics aren’t a 
checklist. Nor are they 
a universal. […] We 
need ethics to not just 
be tacked on, but to be 
an integral part of how 
everyone thinks about 
what they study, build, 
and do.”
-Danah Boyd
  
Let's talk about you
credits: NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center/Flickr
Please, as a scientist, share a  
positive/negative experience 
on a social network.
  
Social media for 
scientists
credits: Philip/Flickr
  
Try to take it seriously
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Every single word matters
credits: Simen Svale Skogsrud/Flickr
  
Research ripped apart
source: Nature News
  
Misunderstandings
credits: Zach Weiner/SMBC
  
Try to avoid Ivory Towers
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“The scientist has in 
common with the 
artist only this: that 
he can find no better 
retreat from the 
world than his work 
and also no stronger 
link with the world 
than his work.”
 
-Max Delbrück
  
Conclusions
Define what you should share/keep private
Your social presence is not a source of stress
Ask yourself how social networks can help you
Test different social networks and find the best
Ask your institution for common guidelines
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